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Eclipse] 
Yo yo 
Within a certain mile radius 
The unknown violence contagous 
Can't be contained and trapped like many pigs inside
cages 
See the world like I see it is devided like the sea is 
The faces of folls(?) and scrolls 
Temperature screams and thongs shatters your
perero(?) 
Even hoes bigger than the square mile 
The prices explodes like missiles hitting the brissel 
Breach the cold case when I whistle 
The evidence is face to face, in case you fucking with
disservable greats 
Race wars unravel, undercover pineapples 
Shadow rolling in throttle with the pedal to the metal,
fly away 
Like 13 Apollos when I refer to space shuttle 
Incoming savages putting in damages on niggas like a
scavenger hunt 
Bllod, like shedding marriages, thight fit 
Like cheese managers, I know the gun talk but speak
silencers 
Plus charges and never minuses 
To let you know, just spreading knowledge 
Loyal like carriages, added to violent style 
Is like the postal work travellers striking on services 
Gun in they hand, turn murderous 
Get the picture, or image on the Kodak frame 
** CHORUS overlaps last line, can't make it out ** 

CHORUS 
"I still rock it and rock well" (scratched by DJ A-Trak) 

"Rock well, well, well" 

[Logik] 
Physically and mentally you're dead 
Yet you keep facing Obscure 
Why do you engage in hardship, you're not willing to
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endure 
We're making tabs to it, my crews live beyond Newark 
Discarded the evidence, now you bitch about the
consequence 
Ever since you apporached us, toast us 
Wonder why you suffer the symptoms of multiple
sclerosis 
Son you know this, ???? full of cutlery is useless 
I shape things to make Christians to start praying
Moses 
Crews oppose this, many of which I reprimand 
Any man who strikes a pose is ashamed him with
extreme closeness 
Face it my verbal uppercut give y'all facelifts 
Free of chage, looking like those Hollywood stars 
Coming for us, let me y'all according to my informants 
You guys bring arms and don't miss 
Verbally you can't disarm this, or harm this 
I harvest the marvelest 
Now take hits from the bong kid 

CHORUS 

[Science] 
I leave you walk alone like a girl who's flat chested 
My intellect never been tested, who the best kid? 
The rest be just split like mad erasers 
I fuck up they grill like braces, your style is tasteless 
Now face it, we hit streets like crime waves 
Rhyme pays and then we disrupt the cipher like drug
raids 
We invade conscious thought, then we bounce like hop
scotch 
THe whole block know the time, call it a neighborhood
watch 
Nigga, you can't figure how we flow 
Fluent like fluid, but fick it 
You new a triples spot kid, I blew it like BLOOW 
My concita say wow, he say frego 
My style be thick and chunky girlfrien, just call me
prego 
Comprendis, outris, hombris, giving you access like...
**fax sound** 
Process these lyrics, I transmit on my fax like fibre
optics 
Last call for y'all niggas with silly topics, what! 

CHORUS 

[Science] 
O.D., word is bond, rock well 



A-Trak, what, word is bond, rock well 
Dave One, what, word is bond, rock well 
Check it out, '98 Last Call to area 514 
[Eclipse] 
Area's 5-1, the last 4 got dropped to the floor 
Settle a score, kill 'em all 
No prisoners of war, that's all 
Here to NASA, hit a blast y'all 
It's the last call 
Cop at your door, coming to harass ya 
What y'all niggas doing here? (yo, nothing at all) 
I suggest y'all blaze off forward (we started from raw) 
And if the beast want to beef (better be ready to fall) 
'Cause the future is looking grim (and the light is
Obscure) 
Area's 5-1, the last 4 got dropped to the floor 
Settle a score, kill 'em all 
No prisoners of war, that's all 
Here to NASA, hit a blast y'all 
It's the last call 
Cop at your door, coming to harass ya 
What y'all niggas doing here? (yo, nothing at all) 
I suggest y'all blaze off forward (we started from raw) 
And if the beast want to beef (better be ready to fall) 
'Cause the future is looking grim (and the light is
Obscure
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